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Abstract

Motion segmentation is a technique to detect and lo-

calize class-agnostic motion in videos. This motion is as-

sumed to be relative to a stationary background and usually

originates from objects such as vehicles or humans. When

the camera moves, too, frame differencing approaches that

do not have to model the stationary background over min-

utes, hours, or even days are more promising compared to

background subtraction methods. In this paper, we propose

a Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) for multi-

modal motion segmentation: the current image contributes

with appearance information to distinguish between rele-

vant and irrelevant motion and frame differencing captures

the temporal information, which is the scene’s motion in-

dependent of the camera motion. We fuse this information

to receive an effective and efficient approach for robust mo-

tion segmentation. The effectiveness is demonstrated using

the multi-spectral CDNet-2014 dataset that we re-labeled

for motion segmentation. We specifically show that we can

detect tiny moving objects significantly better compared to

methods based on optical flow.

1. Introduction

Motion segmentation is a technique to automatically de-

tect and localize motion in videos that is independent of the

camera motion. This motion can be assumed to be class-

agnostic as in some applications we cannot expect to have

an object appearance at sufficiently high resolution for a re-

liable classification. Video surveillance is a popular exam-

ple application [47]: the distance between the camera and

the observed scene can be large with several kilometers and

thus objects appear at a low resolution in the image. Fur-

thermore, the environment is usually not cooperative and

objects try to occlude or camouflage themselves. An ex-

ample image with related Ground Truth (GT) is shown in

Figure 1. Example image (left) and related ground truth (right)

taken from the CDNet-2014 dataset [59]. Moving objects in the

scene are additionally indicated with red arrows.

Fig. 1. So, we consider motion segmentation as a task

for the detection of motion originating from an unknown

source under adverse environmental conditions in real-time

and on-line without any prior knowledge. This is in con-

trast to most existing literature, where either the classes are

known and assumed to be observable [17], or the environ-

ment is assumed to be cooperative like in automotive sce-

narios [49], or the entire scene and motion history is as-

sumed to be prior known [23], or time-consuming off-line

processing is performed [37], or elaborate geometric mod-

eling is performed to extract 3D information [64]. Actually,

motion segmentation in our case is more related to tasks like

change detection [41] and foreground-background segmen-

tation [5, 7]: we consider motion segmentation as a binary

segmentation task to separate moving and stationary pixels

in the scene [3]. Popular approaches in this field are based

on frame differencing [46], background subtraction [15],

or optical flow [35]. Typical challenges are precise image

alignment for moving cameras to avoid false positive de-

tections due to alignment errors or parallax effects, distin-

guishing between relevant motion that originates from mov-

ing objects and irrelevant motion coming from moving veg-

etation, water, or clouds, and detecting moving objects in a

large distance with a very tiny appearance in the image.

In this paper, we propose a Deep Convolutional Neu-

ral Network (DCNN) for multi-modal motion segmenta-

tion: the current image contributes with appearance infor-



mation to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant mo-

tion and frame differencing captures the temporal informa-

tion, which is the scene’s motion independent of the camera

motion. We fuse this information in the DCNN to receive an

effective and efficient approach for robust motion segmen-

tation. The proposed approach is scene-independent [33],

which is non-compulsory in foreground-background seg-

mentation [9, 25]. Our contributions are: (1) we present

an efficient fusion DCNN architecture that uses a difference

image as second modality in addition to the current image.

In contrast to existing literature [56] this difference image

does not come from background subtraction but from three-

frame differencing, i.e. we just need two images in addition

to the current image. (2) we re-labeled the CDNet-2014

dataset for the task of motion segmentation. The new labels

are published here1. (3) we provide ablation studies to iden-

tify the best frame differencing approach and to show that

difference images can be a better source of motion informa-

tion for a DCNN than optical flow or 3D convolutions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: re-

lated work is discussed in Section 2. Our modification of

the CDNet-2014 is presented in Section 3. The proposed

approach is introduced in Section 4. Experimental results

are described in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6.

2. Related Work

For a stationary camera, background modeling and sub-

traction is a well-established approach and is applied suc-

cessfully and thus extended since many years [2, 40, 51, 53].

The main drawbacks of this method are the initialization

time for modeling the background and the residual image

alignment error when using a moving camera [65]. As an

alternative especially for a moving camera, optical flow is

incontestably a well-fitting approach for motion segmenta-

tion [11, 35, 36]. However, the quality of the optical flow

vectors is crucial for the motion segmentation performance.

Hence, rather large moving objects in the image can be seg-

mented well but small objects remain an issue due to blurry

edges and low resolution [44]. Frame differencing is an-

other relevant approach [10, 42, 50]. It is highly adaptive to

illumination changes [47], but objects are often just partially

detected or split [57]. In order to achieve higher robust-

ness, hybrid approaches combine background subtraction

with frame differencing [61, 63] or optical flow [12, 38, 65].

Since we expect small-scale objects in the images and as we

use a moving camera, frame differencing seems to be the

most promising approach. Another option, however, can be

short-term background modeling and subtraction with back-

ground image alignment according to the estimated cam-

era motion [43]. The background image is calculated over

few frames using either pixel-wise floating average [22] or

1https://github.com/HensoldtOptronicsCV/MotionSegmentation

pixel-wise median [24, 1]. Obligatory for most methods de-

scribed here is that post-processing is usually performed by

morphological operations to reduce noise and fill holes in

the difference image followed by thresholding to get a bi-

nary motion mask [67].

The introduction of deep learning and DCNNs opened

up new opportunities for improvements [6]. Many au-

thors, however, train their DCNNs to model the background

scene-specifically or scene-dependently [9, 25, 26, 60],

which is a great drawback if we use a moving camera.

Scene-independence is gained by focusing the DCNN on

learning frame differencing rather than modeling a specific

background. Two reference frames together with the cur-

rent frame are passed together to the DCNN by Tezcan et

al. [56]. Background images or single images without mov-

ing objects are potential reference frames, but they need

to be picked or generated beforehand. Another promis-

ing idea inspired by frame differencing is to feed multiple

consecutive frames jointly into a DCNN and use a com-

bination of 2D and 3D convolutions to calculate spatio-

temporal features and thus to extract the temporal mo-

tion information inherently contained in this input image

stack [4, 21, 32, 31, 39]. Unfortunately, 3D convolutions

introduce a large number of parameters (weights) and are

computationally expensive. In addition, semantic segmen-

tation can be used to introduce appearance information that

can help to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant mo-

tion [8, 27, 56]. This approach, however, is highly depen-

dent on the quality of the semantic segmentation algorithm.

Furthermore, we need to know the expected object classes

in advance. As we aim at being class-agnostic and as we

want our approach to work with visual-optical (VIS) and

thermal infrared (IR) images likewise, we avoid using se-

mantic segmentation. In general, combining appearance

and motion seems to be a good option though. Hence, lever-

aging one difference image for multi-modal fusion with the

current image within a DCNN seems to be an intuitive and

efficient approach. To the best of our knowledge, we have

not seen a similar approach in the literature, yet.

3. Adaptation of the CDNet-2014 Dataset

The CDNet-2014 dataset with its 53 video sequences is

the most popular public dataset for the evaluation of change

detection approaches such as foreground-background seg-

mentation or background subtraction [18]. However, the

dataset is labeled for change detection only. Hence, objects

that stop moving during the sequence are still labeled for

the remainder of the sequence. This is not desired for mo-

tion segmentation. Before the dataset can be used for train-

ing and evaluation, it has to be adapted to meet the differ-

ent requirements of motion segmentation: objects that stop

moving should be considered as background and must be

labeled as such in the GT. Therefore, we implemented an



Figure 2. Examples for the CDNet-2014 dataset ground truth

adapted to the task of motion segmentation.

algorithm that automatically adapts the GT. In order to rec-

ognize static objects, their movement between consecutive

frames is tracked. As features we use the contours of the

original GT and the surrounding bounding boxes.

The adaptation of the dataset only takes pixels annotated

as motion into account as only these pixels are relevant for

the evaluation. Pixels annotated as unknown motion are

temporarily changed to be background. After the adapta-

tion these pixels are recovered by applying a three pixel

wide unknown motion border around each object. An ob-

ject is tracked by calculating the Intersection over Union

(IoU) between its bounding box in frame It and all bound-

ing boxes of objects present in the next frame It+1. By

setting a threshold TIoU to define the highest IoU, before

the object is considered static, it is possible to detect some

static objects based on the change of the IoU alone. How-

ever, motion that does not change the size or position of the

bounding box cannot be detected. Examples for this are the

scenes office of the category baseline and the scene library

of the category thermal. In both scenes a person is read-

ing a book and occasionally turns the pages. Every motion

caused by turning the pages happens within the boundary

of the bounding box. This leads to the person being incor-

rectly removed from the GT. To reduce the number of false

removals of objects that are in fact moving, the change in

the position of the Center of Mass (CoM) of the GT ob-

ject between consecutive frames is introduced as additional

feature. By considering the change in the CoM, it is pos-

sible to detect movements that cause a change in the GT

without changing the bounding box. Since the GT some-

times changes slightly between frames, even if the object

does not move, a threshold value TCoM is set to allow small

changes in the center of mass. Considering both values, the

IoU and the CoM in combination, leads to good results in

the removal of static objects, as long as they do not overlap

with the GT objects that are in motion. Further details are

provided in the supplementary material.

In total, the 14 scenes office, PETS2016, street-

DCNN

previous
images

current
image

image
alignment

warped
prev. image

frame
differencing

difference
image

Figure 3. Overview of the proposed approach: optional image

alignment followed by frame differencing and the fusion DCNN.

Light, tramstop, parking, abandonedBox, sofa, tun-

nelExit 0 35fps, copyMachine, diningRoom, corridor, lake-

Side, library, and turbulence2 were modified to label static

objects as background. This makes the dataset usable for

the motion segmentation task. In Fig. 2, we can see some

example images together with their related GT. The objects

on the sofa and the backpack on the floor became static dur-

ing the sequence. With our adaptation of the GT, they got

labeled as background after they became static. We name

this adaptation CDNet-2014-MotSeg.

4. Proposed Approach

Inspired by recent methods that combine appearance and

motion information using optical flow within a DCNN [49,

58], we aim at fusing appearance and motion using frame

differencing. In this way, we avoid using 3D convolutions

that are able to calculate spatio-temporal features [4] but

significantly increase the number of weights and thus pro-

duce high computational effort during inference. However,

optical flow may not be the best choice to detect slow mo-

tion of small objects in the image due to smoothing and

regularization (see Section 5). An overview of the proposed

approach is shown in Fig. 3. We need previous images for

frame differencing that we align first if we have a moving

camera. Frame differencing outputs a difference image that

we feed into the DCNN together with the current image.

4.1. Frame Differencing

Frame differencing is a simple technique to subtract

aligned images in order to make differences between these

images apparent. If we assume that the acquisition time be-

tween the images is in a range of seconds or even millisec-

onds, we can expect that those differences originate from

currently moving objects. Popular frame differencing ap-

proaches are two- and three-frame differencing. A good

overview of frame differencing approaches in a slightly dif-

ferent context is provided by Sommer et al. [52]. We first

perform image registration and alignment. Local image fea-

tures are detected [48] and tracked across the image se-

quence using sparse optical flow [30]. This approach pro-

vides good accuracy without sacrificing too much speed.

An affine transformation matrix (also known as homogra-

phy) is estimated and used to align the previous images to

the current one. This step is optional and suitable only, if

the camera is moving. Then, we subtract the images. As
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Figure 4. Proposed architecture of the multi-modal DCNN that

fuses appearance and motion information using the current image

and a difference image. Light blue and yellow blocks represent

the layers of the ResNet-50 encoder. Green blocks represent the

fusion modules and orange blocks the layers of the decoder.

we test different variants of frame differencing (18 in total),

we describe the considered methods in Section 5 next to the

related experiment, in which we provide an ablation study

to identify the best performing frame differencing approach

for our task. Finally, we apply morphological operations di-

rectly to the gray-valued difference image. We use morpho-

logical opening to remove noise followed by morphological

closing to fill holes in the difference image. This size of the

structuring element is discussed in Section 5.2. This image

is then fed into the DCNN together with the current image.

4.2. DCNN Architecture

Figure 4 shows an overview of the proposed DCNN that

is based on an encoder-decoder architecture. This DCNN

fuses appearance and motion information: the appearance

information provided by the RGB/IR image and the mo-

tion cues present in the related difference image. We feed

the two images to the DCNN simultaneously. To fit the

expected dimension of the input layer that requires three

channels, the difference image is cloned, which is a com-

mon technique for gray-value infrared images, too [20]. For

each modality, we use a ResNet-50 [16] backbone as en-

coder. We follow a hybrid fusion strategy: by combining

information within the encoder stages and before the infor-

mation is passed to the decoder, hybrid fusion strategies be-

come more robust and achieve more accurate results than

early and late fusion strategies [66]. Hence, an adaptive hy-

brid fusion approach [62] is chosen to fuse the appearance

and motion features computed by the individual ResNet-50

encoders at different stages. Another advantage of this ap-

proach is that it is able to detect small-scale objects in the

image. Rather simple fusion techniques such as concatena-

tion, element-wise addition, multiplication, or averaging are

commonly used to fuse feature maps [13]. However, when

handling feature maps of different modalities, these simple

techniques are unable to generate an optimal joint represen-

tation [66]. Thus, a simple yet efficient fusion module is

implemented based on Network-in-Network (NiN) [28]. In

the NiN block, feature maps of both modalities’ individual

convolutional layers (e.g., conv 2 of the VIS/IR encoder and

conv 2 of the difference image encoder) are concatenated.

Then, a convolutional layer with a 1 × 1 kernel, followed

by a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation is applied to

reduce the channel dimension to its original size and merge

the information (rightmost green rectangle in Fig. 4). In ac-

cordance with [62], we merge intermediate feature maps at

three stages after ResNet-50’s conv 2, conv 3, and conv 4,

followed by a final concatenation and convolutional layer.

As proposed by Lui et al. [29], we deconvolve before the

concatenation to have concatenated feature maps of similar

size. After encoding, the resulting feature maps are passed

to the decoder network.

The decoder structure is inspired by Lim et al. [25] and

consists of four blocks of transposed convolutions denoted

by dec 1 to dec 4 followed by a final prediction layer. The

decoder network gradually restores the original spatial res-

olution of the input image and outputs a motion probability

for each pixel. Each block except for the last one consists

of a set of three transposed convolutional layers structured

in a similar way as the ResNet bottleneck block without the

skip connection. The first transposed convolution reduces

the channels of the high dimensional feature maps to 64 di-

mensions by applying a 1 × 1 kernel with stride 1. The

second layer applies a 3× 3 (block 1 and 3) or 5× 5 (block

2) transposed convolution without changing the size of the

depth dimension. Block 2 applies this layer with a stride of

2 to upscale the features to spatial dimensions from W

4
× H

4

to W

2
×H

2
with W and H being the original image width and

height, respectively. The final layer of each block increases

the size of the depth dimension again. The final decoder

block only consists of one transposed convolution with a

kernel of size 5×5 and stride 2 to upscale the features from
W

2
× H

2
back to the original input size. The prediction layer

applies a final transposed convolution with kernel size 1×1
and reduces the depth dimension to 1. The sigmoid activa-

tion is applied in order to produce the final dense motion

probability map. All other layers of the model use ReLU.

4.3. Training Strategy

As the CDNet-2014 dataset does not come with a sug-

gested split for training and test data, we closely fol-

low the recently published training and test strategy by

Tezcan et al. [55]. The authors propose a 4-fold cross-

validation strategy. All CDNet-2014 sequences are divided

equally into four disjoint splits. The model is trained on

three of the splits. The remaining split is used to evaluate

the model’s performance. Please note that this remaining

split is considered as test data and not as validation data



Figure 5. Difference images variants originating from slightly dif-

ferent frame differencing approaches and/or parameterization.

during training. Each sequence is contained in the test data

exactly once. In this way, four models are trained to obtain

scene-independent results for each sequence of the dataset.

The choice of the hyper parameter setup for the training

process of the model is based on the commonly used values

in the literature. Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) [19]

is used to optimize the network during the training pro-

cess. The model is trained for a maximum of 30 epochs

with a learning rate of 1e−4 and a batch size of 8. The

motion detection task is a pixel-wise classification of static

and motion pixels. Hence, binary cross-entropy is chosen as

the loss function to evaluate the model’s performance dur-

ing training. The designated training data is divided into a

training split (90 %) and validation split (10 %). At the be-

ginning of each epoch all training samples are shuffled to

avoid a repeating order of training samples, which may bias

the network. Early stopping is used to prevent overfitting:

if the validation loss does not improve in four consecutive

epochs, the training process is terminated.

Furthermore, we use standard data augmentation tech-

niques based on geometric transformations: resize, crop,

and flip. Each individual transformation is applied to all in-

puts and their corresponding ground truth with a probability

of 50 %. The resizing transformation randomly resizes the

images with a scaling factor ranging from 0.5 to 1.5. After-

wards, the cropping augmentation randomly crops an area

of size 320× 240 pixels. Each time the training data is ran-

domly resized and cropped, a different area of the images is

used for training. This significantly increases the number of

possible training samples. The final flip augmentation then

randomly flips the images horizontally. We skip augmenta-

tion techniques for color space manipulations such as color

jitter as they cannot be applied to a gray-scale difference

image or a thermal IR image.

4.4. Frame Differencing Data Augmentation

In addition to the just mentioned standard data augmen-

tation techniques, we also test a novel data augmentation

approach specifically for difference images. Inspired by

color space manipulations that aim at making the model

more robust against illumination changes and eliminate

color biases, the goal of our approach is to make the model

invariant to the presented motion cues. To achieve this, the

training strategy is modified to randomly select one of the

18 different frame differencing variants for each training

sample. This essentially varies the temporal context and

motion representation of each input example. The model

could therefore better generalize regarding the relationship

between the given input image and the presented motion

cues. Figure 5 shows an example of all possible difference

images resulting from the same given input image.

5. Experiments and Results

In this section, we first briefly introduce the CDNet-2014

dataset and the evaluation measures. Then, we present an

ablation study to find the best frame differencing approach

and parameterization for our fusion DCNN. A thorough

comparison with optical flow as additional modality instead

of frame differencing is provided subsequently. Then, fur-

ther improvements are discussed followed by a comparison

with current state-of-the-art approaches.

5.1. Dataset and Evaluation Measures

Wang et al. [59] introduced the CDNet-2014 benchmark,

which includes over 160,000 pixel-wise annotated frames

in 53 video sequences subdivided in 11 categories and two

spectra: VIS and thermal IR. The 53 sequences contain a

large variety of different scenes with varying image quality

and resolution ranging from 320× 240 to 720× 480 pixels.

Most scenes show an urban environment with persons or

cars. The dataset contains both indoor and outdoor scenes

and covers many different real world challenges such as dy-

namic backgrounds, shadows, and camera motion. The GT

for each image is a gray-scale image that describes the 4

motion classes: static, hard shadow, unknown motion, and

motion. An additional class is used to mark areas that are

outside the region of interest (non-ROI). Pixels annotated as

non-ROI are discarded during evaluation. Every sequence

starts with a number of non-ROI frames that are intended

to be used by background subtraction methods to initialize

their background model. In some sequences the non-ROI

annotation is also used to constrain the training and eval-

uation to a certain area. For our experiments, we use the

CDNet-2014 dataset with our annotations according to Sec-

tion 3. We use the standard evaluation measures [59] Re-

call (Re), Specificity (Sp), False Positive Rate (FPR), False

Negative Rate (FNR), Percentage of Wrong Classification

(PWC), Precision (Pr), and F1-score. Here in the paper, we

use the F1-score only. Please refer to the supplementary

material to see the other measures. Finally, we follow the

evaluation protocol of Tezcan et al. [55] to determine dif-

ferent dataset splits in training and test data.

5.2. Frame Differencing Experiments

First, we conduct an extensive ablation study on dif-

ferent frame differencing variants and parameterizations



used as second modality for the DCNN. Difference images

are created by either two-frame or three-frame differenc-

ing [42, 50]. While two-frame differencing is evaluated

for temporal offsets ∆F of one, five, and ten frames be-

tween the current and the reference frame, three-frame dif-

ferencing is investigated using two different fusion strate-

gies, minimum and sum (see Eqs. 1 and 2), and a ∆F of

one, two, and five frames between each frame starting from

current going back. Furthermore, the frames are aligned for

the categories PTZ and camera jitter using the same tech-

nique as described in Section 4.1 and the difference image

is calculated with symmetric neighbourhood consideration

as proposed by Saur et al. [46]. There is no binary thresh-

olding applied to the difference images to avoid biasing the

DCNN during training. To reduce noise and fill holes, we

sequentially apply morphological opening and closing with

a Structuring Element (SE) of size 3×3 for both operations

(small) as well as 3× 3 for opening and 15× 15 for closing

(large). The second configuration for morphological opera-

tions is chosen as large moving objects are often not entirely

detected by frame differencing and the large SE for closing

is expected to merge those partial detections.

Dmin(x, y) =min(|It(x, y)− Ît−1(x, y)|,

|It(x, y)− Ît−2(x, y)|) (1)

Dsum(x, y) =|It(x, y)− Ît−1(x, y)|+

|It(x, y)− Ît−2(x, y)| (2)

Equations 1 and 2 explain how frame differencing is done

throughout the scope of this paper. In contrast to other

three-frame differencing approaches [63] we do not use

past and future frames to calculate the differences. Instead,

we use only past frames as we want to enable inference

of live sources (e.g., streams from surveillance cameras)

without adding a constant delay. Table 1 shows the re-

sults for the above described ablation study. Referring to

the F1-score, our DCNN performs best if the difference im-

age is calculated using three-frame differencing with ∆F

of 5 frames distance between each considered frame, us-

ing the sum of differences as fusion, the small SE for mor-

phological operations, and a confidence threshold of 0.4 to

consider a pixel labeled as motion. Furthermore, there is a

tendency that three-frame differencing slightly outperforms

two-frame differencing. It may be worth to evaluate if this

gap can by closed by explicit handling of ghosting [45]. A

more detailed discussion on this ablation study is provided

in the supplementary material.

5.3. Optical Flow Experiments

Optical flow is another popular approach for motion seg-

mentation. Thus, we conduct two experiments to evaluate

the usability of optical flow as motion representation. First,

optical flow is investigated stand-alone and then, secondly,

Table 1. Ablation study on frame differencing variants as input for

the multi-modal DCNN.
Diff.

frames
∆F Fusion

Morph.

SE

Conf.

thrs.
F1

3 5 sum small 0.4 0.7450

3 2 sum small 0.3 0.7171

3 1 sum small 0.3 0.7101

3 5 sum large 0.4 0.7339

3 2 sum large 0.4 0.7394

3 1 sum large 0.5 0.6870

3 5 min small 0.3 0.7355

3 2 min small 0.3 0.7085

3 1 min small 0.3 0.6581

3 5 min large 0.3 0.7389

3 2 min large 0.4 0.7095

3 1 min large 0.4 0.6689

2 10 small 0.4 0.7009

2 5 small 0.3 0.7202

2 1 small 0.4 0.6810

2 10 large 0.2 0.6620

2 5 large 0.5 0.6770

2 1 large 0.5 0.6413
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Figure 6. Size dependent Recall for our baseline and the best opti-

cal flow based approach to represent motion in the fusion DCNN.

in combination with our best performing frame differenc-

ing approach to see if it can be beneficial to have two dif-

ferent representations of motion. PWC-Net [54] is utilized

to get the optical flow for our experiments and by stack-

ing together transition in x- and y-direction (∆X and ∆Y )

and the transitions magnitude M to a three channel image

[∆X,∆Y,M ] (Mag) we follow the suggestion of different

authors [34, 58]. Similar to our experiments on frame dif-

ferencing, image alignment is performed only for the cat-

egories PTZ and camera jitter. To overcome the expected

issues of optical flow for small-scale objects due to smooth-



Table 2. F1-score for our experiments using optical flow as input.

∆F
Third

Channel

Conf.

Thrs.
F1

1 Mag 0.3 0.604

1 Diff 0.3 0.743

5 Mag 0.5 0.595

5 Diff 0.3 0.712

current baseline 0.745

Table 3. F1-score for our experiments on further improvements.

Approach
Conf.

Thrs.
F1

Frame Diff. Data Augmentation 0.4 0.687

Multi-Scale Backbone 0.4 0.734

current baseline 0.745

ing and regularization, we replace the magnitude with our

best performing frame difference image in order to provide

an input beneficial for small-scale objects (Diff ).

Figure 6 shows a bar diagram that plots the Recall

against different object sizes. The expectation is that the

mentioned issues of optical flow can be made visible in false

negative detections and hence in the Recall. We compare

our current baseline and optical flow as input. We can ob-

serve a significant gap in performance preferring our base-

line. This gap gets larger for smaller objects confirming our

expectation. Table 2 shows our results for the both experi-

ments described above. For a fair comparison, we also vary

the frame gap ∆F for the optical flow. According to the

F1-score our frame differencing baseline approach outper-

forms all approaches that utilize optical flow including the

combination of optical flow and frame differencing.

5.4. Potential Further Improvements

Considering further improvements for our baseline ap-

proach, data augmentation and a multi-scale backbone [14]

are investigated as further optimizations. Data augmenta-

tion is done by randomly selecting one of the 18 differ-

ence image variants. As described in Section 4.4, the goal

of this augmentation is to make the model invariant to the

presented motion cues. Furthermore, as seen in Figure 6,

small-scale objects are most challenging. To overcome this

issue the multi-scale backbone Res2Net [14] is used instead

of ResNet-50. Due to its multi-scale architecture it is ex-

pected to provide stronger features for small-scale objects.

Table 3 shows that none of our improvement attempts

seems to be promising. Even the new backbone did not im-

prove the performance. The limited amount of training data

available in CDNet-2014 could be the reason for this lack of

improvement, as the multi-scale backbone introduces addi-

tional weights that need more data to be trained effectively.

Table 4. Quantitative evaluation for comparing our approach with

the state-of-the-art. The F1-score can be lower compared to Pr

and Re due to the evaluation protocol’s averaging strategy [55].

Approach Conf. Thrs. Pr Re F1

Ours 0.40 0.774 0.751 0.745

Bosch [4] 0.40 0.626 0.673 0.553

Xiao et al. [63] 0.05 0.462 0.513 0.420

STBGS 0.10 0.406 0.549 0.401

Frame Diff 0.15 0.375 0.580 0.389

5.5. Comparison with the StateoftheArt

It is rather difficult to identify methods for comparing

our proposed approach with the state-of-the-art. Most ex-

isting methods in the literature are either scene-specific

or they need too much time (e.g., 100 frames) to train a

background model or they cannot compensate for camera

motion. Furthermore, most authors do not provide code,

which is an issue as we changed the GT annotations. How-

ever, we can provide a quantitative and qualitative evalua-

tion by comparing our approach with three different algo-

rithms for motion and segmentation: Bosch’s [4] DCNN

based approach that utilizes 2D and 3D convolutions, a part

of Xiao’s [63] approach with three-frame differencing and

pixel-wise minimum calculation, Short-Term Background

Subtraction (STBGS) by aligning and averaging ten sub-

sequent images as for example proposed by several au-

thors [22, 52], and three-frame differencing with pixel-wise

summation. Table 4 shows the quantitative results regarding

Precision, Recall, and F1-score. Our approach outperforms

the other methods by a large margin.

The qualitative evaluation is visualized in Fig. 7. The

first row shows the GT followed by the results of the consid-

ered approaches. Columns one and two each show a frame

taken from sequences with turbulence and small-scale ob-

jects. Our approach has by far the smallest number of false

positives (red color), but is still able to recognize both ob-

jects. Column three and four show scenes with irrelevant

foreground motion and dynamic background, respectively.

In column three the fountains produce irrelevant motion

causing false positives for all approaches. However, our ap-

proach again has the lowest number of false positives while

detecting the car entirely. Column four shows another chal-

lenging scene as the moving water is highly dynamic and in-

troduces variations between frames due to glint, waves, and

reflections. Both frame differencing and STBGS produce

false positives on the water’s surface. Bosch’s approach

produces false positives and false negatives on the canoe.

Our approach segments the moving region best.

In summary, we state that we found a simple, effective,

and efficient approach for motion segmentation in challeng-

ing environmental conditions. Our approach achieves the

highest F1-score on the CDNet-2014-MotSeg benchmark.



Ours

STBGS

Bosch 2021

Xiao 2010

Frame Diff

Ground Truth

Figure 7. Qualitative evaluation of our approach against other approaches for motion segmentation. True positive detection are visualized

in green color, false positives in red color, and false negatives in blue color. STBGS denotes Short Term Background Subtraction.

6. Conclusion

We presented a novel DCNN architecture for motion seg-

mentation under difficult environmental conditions. The

core idea is to fuse appearance and motion information. Be-

sides the current image that represents the appearance in-

formation, we add the related difference image as a sec-

ond modality and feed it into the DCNN together with the

current image. The proposed approach outperformed other

state-of-the-art methods based on optical flow or 3D con-

volutions on the challenging CDNet-2014 dataset. As the

CDNet-2014 dataset is labeled for change detection only,

we re-labeled the dataset for motion segmentation and call

the result CDNet-2014-MotSeg. The new labels are pub-

licly available. We achieve an overall F1-score of 0.745, so

we still see space for improvement.
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